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Investigations into recovery loads for skirted subsea structures on a clay seabed using 

geotechnical physical modelling techniques:

> Background

> Physical Modelling Equipment

> Overview of Model Test Program

> Example Test Data and Interpretation Models

> Conclusions / Questions

It is our intension to publish many findings of this study at a specialist geotechnical 

conference later this year.

Presentation Contents

Introduction
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Background

> Objectives of this presentation

> Problem Definition

> R&D Partners

> Timeline

> Previous Research

Presentation Contents

Introduction
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There is an increasing requirement to 

understand and optimise the engineering 

related to the recovery of subsea structure.

This is within the context that there are no 

design codes or recommended practice 

documents that address design methodologies 

for subsea structure recovery.

> Investigation of skirted subsea structures

> Soft clay seabed – e.g. experience of 

recovering loads several times 

submerged weight

> Soft clay seabed’s include large areas of 

the central north sea, deep water West of 

Shetland, deep water Norway as well as 

deep water areas around the world e.g. 

West Africa, Brazil, etc.

Problem Definition

Background
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Industrial Funding Partner

Project Scope Selection and Testing Specification

Project Management

Assistance in Test Data Interpretation

R&D Partners

Background

The R&D partners were as follows:

Academic Partner

Physical Model Testing

Reporting and Test Data Interpretation

Innovation Centre Funding Partner

Identifying Academic Institutions and Assisting in Selection

Project Management
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August 2015

September 2015

October 2015

November 2015

Timeline – Fast Track R&D Project

Background

Development Phase Current PhaseKick Off Phase

January 2016

February 2016

March 2016

December 2016

February 2017

Look Ahead
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Previous Research

Background

UoD Literature Review

Source Structure Data Selected Conclusions

[4] Craig & Chua (1990) Spudcans Centrifuge models
Breakout loads approach but never equal the full reverse-

bearing capacity mechanism

[6] Das (1991) Flat base 1g physical models
Time factor on recovery load is modelled empirically, though 

not with reference to soil parameters

[7] Lehane et al. (2008) Flat based, buried footings Centrifuge models
Suction is important, but the opening of a gap beneath the flat 

base means it dissipates quicker in uplift than in compression

[8] Bouwmeester et al. (2009) Seabed template Field trials
Existing methods (e.g. Das) are not bad, but may 

underestimate actual capacity by up to 50%

[18] NAVFAC (2012) Flat base Experience
Extraction load may be related directly to working load on 

structure

[9] Fagundes et al. (2012) Mudmat (perforated and solid) Centrifuge models
Perforations reduce absolute breakout load, though 

accounting for them in the area term may change this

[12] Gourvenec et al. (2009) Skirted footings Centrifuge models
Under sustained loading tests, uplift was accelerated in 

footings that had been preloaded
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Instron load frame

Load and displacement 

controlled testing

Use of 1g physical 

modelling

Material independent of 

self-weight

Non-dimensional results

Test Frame and Model Foundations

Physical Modelling Equipment
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Model Clay Seabed

Physical Modelling Equipment
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Numerical Analysis Checks

Physical Modelling Test Equipment

Numerical Analysis (Finite Element Analysis) to confirm suitable model seabed size
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Model Clay Seabed

Physical Modelling Equipment
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Variation in shear strength 

addressed within the 

interpretation framework

Variation in soil weight 

addressed within the 

interpretation framework

Skirt length varied

Number of skirts and skirt 

configuration varied

Preloading prior to removal

Drainage / extraction speed

Model Test Variables

Overview of Model Test Program

Pull out rate v

Drainage permitted?Preload

Internal skirts

Skirt depth D

Clay: constant, su and cv
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Penetration Resistance

Example Test Data and Interpretation Models
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Pull Out Tests

Example Test Data and Interpretation Models
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Soil Plugging

Example Test Data and Interpretation Models

With variation in skirt configuration, interesting observations were made in plugging behaviour
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Plugging Relationships

Example Test Data and Interpretation Models

Drainage Term

Plotting plugging versus unplugged behaviour shows some interesting relationships
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Preliminary Interpretation Model

Example Test Data and Interpretation Models
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Results of Preliminary Interpretation Model

Example Test Data and Interpretation Models
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The research partners have undertaken a fast track R&D project to investigate 

recovery loads for skirted subsea structures on a clay seabed. This presentation has:

> Shown the timeline for this R&D project

> Presented a case study in geotechnical physical modelling

> Shared some results and observations from this work

This is relatively early stage research and requires further interpretation and the 

development of guidance notes. However, results confirm this is an area of interest 

and practical value e.g. soil plug retention, development of a interpretation 

framework based on measurable soil properties.

We are currently reviewing extending this research to other aspects of structure 

recovery as well as undertaking infill testing to produce more comprehensive 

generalised guidance.

Any questions?

Conclusions / Questions
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Thank you

For more information, please email info@xodusgroup.com

www.xodusgroup.com


